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Eligibility & Requirements
Who is eligible to receive this grant?
Collaborations should consist of at least one Principal Investigator (PI) with a full-time position at a Saudi
public university under the Ministry of Education (MoE), or a Saudi national with a full-time position at a Saudi
private or independent university in KSA and at least 1 Co-PI with a full-time position at a non-Saudi, university
that appears on the MoE’s recommended university list.
PIs and Co-PIs must have successfully completed PhDs. It is up to the collaborating team to determine how
many PIs and Co-PIs should be involved in the research.
Researchers from private, government and not-for-profit entities can also serve as Co-PIs as a part of the
collaboration. Collaborations can be based on already existing collaborations or on newly established
relationships as long as they bring together the capabilities, expertise and resources necessary to address the
proposed research. A PI can only be named as a Co-PI on one other proposal. Likewise, an individual named as
a Co-PI on a proposal can only be named as PI or Co-PI on one other proposal.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

Who can be part of the research team?
It is up to the PI to determine how many Co-PIs and researchers (including graduate students) should be
involved in the research. Researchers from private, government and not-for-profit entities can also serve as
Co-PIs as a part of the collaboration. PIs and Co-PIs must have successfully completed PhDs. Every proposal
must include at least one international Co-PI. The international Co-PI should be a researcher at an academic
institute, not only an external consultant.
We expect PhD students and occasionally Masters students, either in KSA or overseas, to be part of the team.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

What are the minimum required outcomes from any proposal?
The RDO expects significant outcomes from all collaboration. This includes high-quality publications, patents
and developing new products and techniques. You will need to state your expected outcomes in the proposal
and then report back to us when they happen. Successful bidders will be provided templates for reporting.

What is an acceptable level for the similarity index?
As a general rule, similarity index should not exceed 25% for every proposal.

Can a researcher be involved in multiple proposals?
Yes, researchers can be involved in up to two proposals as a PI or Co-PI.
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Overall, individual PIs and Co-PIs can be included in no more than two proposals. A PI can only be a PI on one
proposal but they can also be a Co-PI on one other. A Co-PI can be a Co-PI on up to two proposals. Co-PIs can
be Saudi based or international. If you are PI or Co-PI on certain projects you may still be part of the wider
research team on other projects. For more information please read the guidelines document.

Can researchers from a non-Saudi university participate?
The application needs to be led by a PI from KSA, so to be involved you would need to establish a direct
relationship and write the proposal together.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

Can a PI apply for the two different types of grant?
No, a researcher can only apply for one grant as PI. This can be for either type of grant. However, that same
individual can also be a Co-PI on one other grant application, which can also be for either type of grant.

Is it important to have an international researcher to receive the grant?
Yes, proposals will not be accepted without an international researcher as Co-PI. Every proposal must include
at least one international Co-PI.

Can I apply for the research grants as PI or Co-PI if I am an Assistant
Professor but don’t hold a PhD?
PI and Co-PI must have successfully completed PhDs and/or are currently employed as an assistant professor
or higher.

What is the maximum number of the international Co-PIs who can be on
the proposal?
There is no maximum number of international Co-PIs. It is up to the PI to determine how many international
Co-PI’s are needed and why they are needed. Every proposal must have at least one international Co -PI.

Is there a research agreement or list of the laws that researchers must
comply with?
From the guideline document:
“It is the responsibility of the collaborating universities to evaluate whether any legal conditions should be
considered in forming an international collaboration based on local and international requirements.
Universities must ensure compliance from the onset of the collaboration formation to the completion of the
Grant cycle. Local KSA universities should also ensure all legal conditions comply with KSA legal standards.”
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Therefore, it is the responsibility of the research teams to identify and conform to the rules and regulations
governing research in their respective fields.

Where can the MoE’s recommended university list be found?
You can go to the recommended university list via this link.

How can I know if the international university is verified and
recommended by MOE, when the list shows for some universities that
there are some majors at the international university is closed?
The MOE’s list have all the universities that are approved and recommended and it’s also shows the field or
the majors that are open or closed for the King Salman scholarship program holders. The international Co -PI
must be from a recommended university and if the relevant major for Co-PI is closed that does not mean the
university is not accepted. At the evaluation stage, RDO will check if the university is appearing in the list or no
and it will not evaluate the university based on the majors that closed or open.

Are there any typical statements for the “letter of support” from the
international collaborator?
There are no typical statements for the letter of support but the letter should follow the following instructions:






Letter of support should be provided by senior management within the international institution (e.g.
Vice rector, Provost or Vice President, Dean, Department Chair, Research Center Director, etc.)
The letter should be addressed to the research and development office (RDO)
Makes a clear commitment by the foreign university that research facilities described in the proposal
will be made fully available
Makes a clear commitment by the foreign university that resources credited to the University of ABC,
including salary buy-out, have been identified in budgets and will be fully available for the project
Makes a clear commitment to ensure suitable governance of the project.

An example of the letter of support is available Here.

Must the local KSA university also submit a Letter of Support?
No, only the international affiliated university is required to submit a Letter of Support. However, as per the
application form, a declaration should be included at the end to indicate a designated person has done the
following:
A.

The content of the application is original and a similarity check has been completed

B.

The proposed research is aligned to the University’s overall research strategy

C.

Resources and facilities are available to support the project
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Can an international consultant (not full-time employed) become a
collaborator?
No, any international collaborator must have a full time position in an international university and Co-PI must
have successfully completed PhDs and/or are currently employed as an assistant professor or higher, or with a
full-time position at highly reputable national labs or R&D centers.

Is the role of selecting collaborators the PI’s responsibility or RDO will
assign collaborators?
The responsibility of selecting the collaborator is with the PI. RDO does not get involved in the process of
selecting the collaborator, but they are responsible for evaluating and approving the joint proposal.

How many months is an international collaborator expected to spend in
KSA per year?
There are no set rules here. We expect reasonable amount of exchange time to ensure executing the project
on time and to allow for technology and knowledge transfer. The responsibility for distributing the funding is
with the PI who should clearly justify the spending plan in the proposal and include the international
collaborator’s expenses, and any related expenses to the research and after that RDO specialists and
designated reviewers will evaluate the proposal.

Are international collaborators from highly ranked national labs or R&D
centers eligible?
Collaborations should consist of at least one Principal Investigator (PI) with a full-time position at a Saudi
public university under the Ministry of Education, or a Saudi national with a full-time position at a Saudi
private or independent university in KSA and at least 1 Co-PI with a full-time position at a non-Saudi university
that appears on the MoE’s recommended university list, or with a full-time position at highly reputable
national labs or R&D centers.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

Are researchers from private and public research centers eligible?
Collaborations should consist of at least one Principal Investigator (PI) with a full-time position at a Saudi
public university under the Ministry of Education, or a Saudi national with a full-time position at a Saudi
private or independent university in KSA and at least 1 Co-PI with a full-time position at a non-Saudi university
that appears on the MoE’s recommended university list.
For more information please read the guidelines document.
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Can different Saudi PIs work with the same international Co-PI?
Yes, a single international Co-PI can be involved up to two proposals, with clear justification for the
contribution.
Overall, individual PIs and Co-PIs can be included in no more than two proposals. A PI can only be a PI on one
proposal but they can also be a Co-PI on one other. A Co-PI can be a Co-PI on up to two proposals. Co-PIs can
be Saudi based or international.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

Will the RDO help in providing support or data needed to execute a
project?
No, it is the responsibility of the collaborators from both institutions to identify necessary data and organize
any logistical needs. The RDO will serve to distribute funding, and evaluate project progress on a yearly basis
based on a set of project status forms to be made available for successful proposals.

How were topics for the Grand Challenges selected?
At the successful International Collaboration Conference in April 2018, the responsible committees and the
RDO identified four challenges that are highly important for Saudi Arabia based on the recommendations from
the expert participants.

Is there any procedure regarding the transport of any chemical or
biological samples between the collaborating countries?
The RDO cannot provide a view on this specific activity, as it expects applicants to be fully aware of the
regulations and policies that govern and constrain this area of R&D. If you are unsure of this procedure, please
seek guidance from your university’s appropriate legal/regulatory counselors.

Can applicants have access to the RDO Terms & Conditions after the peer
review?
Applicants should refer to the parameters set out in the International Collaboration Grant Guidelines as a
source when developing their research proposals. An IC Grant terms and conditions will eventually be
released, but closer to the peer review and contracting stages of the proposal assessment.
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Can I access the Ministry of Education’s recommended list of universities
in English?
The MoE’s recommended list of universities is only available in Arabic. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of
the local KSA PI to provide any clarification/translation related to this list to his/her international
collaborator if need be.

Can I provide the letter of support after submitting the proposal?
The Letter of Support must be included with the Research Proposal, Spend Plan, CVs and any other supporting
documentation, to be submitted by the grant deadline on October 29 th 2018.

Funding
How should the budget in the spend plan be distributed?
Every proposal must justify the distribution of the budget based on the proposal needs. Up to one third of the
grant can go to the international collaborator but any equipment purchased should stay in KSA. We expect the
proposals to justify clearly the proposed breakdown and the needed resources.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

Can the grant pay for researchers, including graduate students, in KSA
and overseas?
Yes, you can use the grant to pay for the research team that is needed, but this must be justified in the
proposal. The fund can cover the human resources needed to work on the project as long as it obeys the
general rules laid out in the guidelines. Each PI is responsible for allocating part of the budget as an allowance
for the research team and justify that and wither the allowances will be paid hourly, daily or monthly and for
how long. Graduate students and researchers are important. The evaluation will look into that as part of our
review process.
For more information please read the guidelines document.

What is the maximum amount of salary buy-out for an international
collaborator Co-PI?
As general guidance, the funding allocation should maintain at least two thirds of the total grant to be spent
within the KSA University. The three month basic salary for a PI and two month basic salary for any Co -PI is a
general guide. The responsibility for distributing the funding is with the PI who should justify t he spending plan
in the proposal and include the international collaborator’s expenses, salary buy-outs, and any related
expenses to the research and after that RDO specialists will evaluate the proposal.
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Are there any restricting ratios for the amounts allocated to mobility,
equipment, and consumables?
There are no restricting ratios for allocation of the funding except what explained in guidelines. However,
every PI should clearly explain how they would allocate the funds with justifications and elaborat e with details.
Clear justification and reasonable utilization of resources should be outlined, and will be part of review process
criteria.

Will coverage of conference attendance expenses and publication fees
be allowed in the spending plan?
Yes, every PI should clearly justify their needs and include that in the spending plan.

What is the maximum budget for equipment?
Equipment, under the definition in the guidelines, must stay within KSA. We have not defined a limit to
expenditure on equipment but when considering the balance of expenditure across the areas, applicants
should make sure they understand the impact of the upper limit of one third of the grant being available for
the international collaborator and the fact that purchasing equipment is limited to KSA universities.

What is the difference between Travel and Travel expenses? (In the
Application form)
The ‘Travel’ category covers expenses directly related to travel e.g., cost for flights, etc.
The ‘Travel Expenses’ category includes ancillary costs related to travel e.g., cost for accommodation and per
Diems.

Does the amount of funding provided by the RDO inclusive of VAT?
The amount of money that will be allocated for the fund is exclusive of VAT. The percentage of the VAT will be
deducted from the fund amount when the researcher receives the grant.

Are there any guiding principles related to the spending by international
institutions?
There are no guiding principles regarding the spending for international institute except general rule set in the
guidlines, but we are expecting the PI to justify and report thoroughly the spending activities (spend plan) that
will be spent on international levels with clear justifiable details.
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Is there a possibility for the PI to receive greater funds in the first year
due to buying more consumables for the research?
There will be no extra fund in the first year. However, the PI can send a justification on why he/she needs that
fund based on the detailed spend plan and RDO will review the request.

Is there any limit for the indirect cost (overhead cost) as a percentage of
the total budget of the research?
As general rules, RDO has not set a limit for the overseas overhead cost if it is required by the international
institute, and in general it’s at the sole discretion of the principal investigator to determine the allocation of
funding and to utilize efficiently.
RDO will review the proposals case by case, and we recommend the PI to try to reduce the percentage of the
overhead cost of the international institute to utilize the overall budget.

When will successful proposals be notified of the award and when will
funds be provided?
Once the proposal deadline has passed, we will undertake first an administrative eligibility check and a
thorough, independent, peer-review evaluation process in order to identify the successful proposals. We will
notify successful bidders as soon as this has been completed.
The first of the three annual instalments will be delivered to successful bidders after this. The grant wil l be
delivered to the KSA collaborator who will be responsible for managing its distribution.
We aim to complete the review process quickly so that research can be initiated as soon as possible.

Is the PI obligated to allocate the one third to the international
collaborator? Can the budget for the international collaborator be less
than one third from the budget?
As a general guideline, the funding allocated to the international collaborator can reach up to one third of the
total funding. Ultimately, it is the PI and Co-PI’s decision to determine exactly how much of that one-third
should be allocated to the international collaborator, and appropriately justify this amount in the Research
Proposal and Spend Plan as a part of the application (e.g., expenses, salary buy-outs, related R&D expenses).

Can the international collaborator hire a research assistant with the
funding and in what category should that expense be shown?
It is the PI’s responsibility to determine what type of research team must be established to undertake his/her
proposed research. More precisely, the International Collaboration Guidelines state the following:
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The Research Team encompasses additional Post-Doctoral, PhD, or Graduate-level researchers and students
who contribute to the scientific work but are not in a position of project and/or grant administration. It is up to
the PI and Co-PIs to determine how much additional capacity is desired in the form of a team, and outline this
accordingly in the application.
In terms of the appropriate funding category, research assistant funding would fall within the: ‘Mobility Salary Buy-Out / Other’ category of the funding scope and associated Spend Plan.

Can 'PhD scholarship expenses' fall within the 'Mobility' section of the
Funding scope?
PhD scholarship expenses can fall within the Mobility scope (i.e. ‘travel, travel expenses, salary buy-out);
however, the expense must be in the form of a scholarship, and not tuition. Funding for anything tuitionrelated is out of scope.

Should the ‘salary buy-out’ only be used to cover the cost salaries for the
KSA PI and the Co-PI?
As stated in the International Collaboration Guidelines, the salary buy-out for the local KSA PI and the Co-PI
should ensure the following:



Local KSA PI – a strict maximum of three months basic salary per year
Co-PI – a strict maximum of two months basic salary per year

If a proposed collaboration wishes to use some of the salary buy-out funding for members of the research
team other than the KSA PI and Co-PI, the Research Proposal and Spend Plan must clearly justify this need in
addition to the exact amount and duration of this need.

Is it okay to use IC funding as supplemental funding for an already
existing research project?
No, International Collaboration funding must be the primary source of funding for proposed research projects.

Can the research be supported by entities abroad?
Funding may be used from international partners if the PI manages to secure a secondary source of funding;
however, he/she must indicate this source and the amount within the Research Proposal, and ensure that
there are no conflicts of interest.
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Does the grant total include indirect costs, or can I add indirect costs on
top of the total funding?
The International Collaboration Grant funding total is inclusive of all costs, including indirect costs and
consideration of VAT. It is the responsibility of the PI to appropriately reflect these costs in his/her Research
Proposal and Spend Plan.

Application Form & Submission Process
What is the application submission process?
The Research and Development Office (RDO) will require a Research Proposal to be submitted electronically in
order for a collaboration to secure funding. Specific details on how to submit will be available in the website .
Information on the proposal is provided in the International Collaboration Grant Guidelines document. It is the
responsibility of the local PI to ensure the proposal and all related documentation is submitted to the RDO on
time.

What needs to be in the application?
The application form has three sections:
1.

Research proposal
1.1. Project information
1.2. Proposal summary in English
1.3. Proposal summary in Arabic
1.4. Key-words
1.5. Principal and Co-Principal Investigators and Research Teams
1.6. High-level summary of funding requested
1.7. Background to research proposal including literature review
1.8. Detailed scientific methodology
1.9. Research environment
1.10. Collaborative strength
1.11. Grant governance
1.12. Grant management
1.13. Compliance
1.14. Alignment with Vision 2030 and national priorities
1.15. References
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1.16. CVs
1.17. Letter of support from the international collaborator
2.

Spend plan
2.1. Year one
2.2. Year two
2.3. Year three

3.

Declaration of originality
3.1. Originality
3.2. Alignment with the university’s overall R&D strategy
3.3. Resources and facilities are available to support the project

When are proposals due?
The Research Proposal must be submitted by 4pm on October 29th, 2018, in one single PDF file, with all
relevant information. For more information please read the guidelines document.

How will proposals be submitted?
All proposals must submitted electronically as a single PDF file. Further instructions for proposal submission
will be available the ICF website, and the RDO and ICC Twitter accounts ahead of the submission deadline.

Is it possible to add more PIs and Co-PIs to the proposal after approval?
It is the responsibility of the KSA PI to ensure that the research team is properly selected based on the
research needs. The PI must make sure the proposal and all related documentation is submitted to the RDO
on time. Any changes to numbers of Co-PIs after the approval will need to be approved by RDO.

What information should be covered in the ‘Grant Governance’ section
of the proposal?
The ‘Grant Governance’ section should outline the overarching governance structure to be used throughout
the grant lifecycle that will play a role in overseeing the positioning of the collaboration across collab orators.
This should include how the project will be managed by the Saudi lead university in terms of local
management responsibility and accountability (whether at the University Vice Rector, Dean or Departmental
Head level) to ensure project progress, effective collaboration, milestones are met, funds are allocated and
spent appropriately, and outcomes maximized. This may be based on individual management responsibility or
Project/Steering Committee levels (involving representatives from lead and partner institutions and possible
users of research).
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*The RDO will not prescribe the governance structure, but the following sample has been developed according
to international standards and should only be used as a reference and guideline in developing the
‘Governance’ section of the proposal. Note that it should not be copied and pasted as it is, as different projects
have different requirements according to university structure and regulations:

Governance Sample for Large Collaborative Projects - Grand Challenges:
Body
Project Steering Group

Key People
Chair: Host University ViceRector Research and/or lead
Faculty/Department Dean or
Chair
·
·
·
·
·
·

Head of Department
PI
Research Office
Representative
University/Faculty Science
Committee representative
Professor independent of
Department
Partner University
representative
(remote/correspondent)

Responsibility
·
·
·
·
·

·

·
·
·

Principal Investigator

·

Lead researcher

·
·
·
·
·

Research Team

·
·

Co-investigators
Researchers and PhD
students

·
·

Vision, strategy, policy and
advisory
Oversight of and advice on
research program
Oversight and advice on
research methodology
Ensures research ethics
maintained
Oversees project budget and
is accountable to University
and RDO
Ensures effective
collaboration via MoUs,
agreements etc.
Monitors research against
milestones
Oversees maximization of
research outputs
Ensures research meets
regulatory requirements as
appropriate
Operation and tactics, day to
day management
Leads and Manages research
project
Accountable to Steering
Group
Manages progress
Manages collaboration and
liaison with partner(s)
Report to PI
Jointly undertake research
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University or Faculty
Research Office

·
·
·
·
·
·

Support on research ethics
Support of research
budgeting
Support and advice on
research integrity
Support of collaboration and
communications
Promotes research outputs
Advice and guidance on IP

Governance Sample for Smaller Collaborative Projects: Research Capability
Body

Key People

Lead Responsibility

·

Dean/Chair of Head of Host
University Department

Responsibility
·
·

·

·

Principal Investigator and
Research Project Group

·
·
·

Lead researcher – leadership
Key researchers (host
University)
Partner researchers

·
·
·
·
·

University or Faculty
Research Office/ Deanship of
Scientific Research

·
·
·
·
·
·

Oversight of research project
and budget
Monitors progress and
budget -ensures reports to
RDO
Ensures collaborative
agreements in place (MoUs
etc)
Ensures research meets
regulatory requirements as
appropriate
Leads and Manages research
project
Accountable to host Dean
Manages progress
Manages collaboration and
liaison with partner(s)
Maximizes research outputs
Support on research ethics
Support of research
budgeting
Support and advice on
research integrity
Support of collaboration and
communications
Promotes research outputs
Advice and guidance on IP
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What information should be covered in the ‘Compliance’ section of the
proposal?
The RDO expects that researchers in a particular field/discipline are fully aware of the regulations and policies
that govern and constrain what they can and cannot do. Therefore, the ‘Compliance’ section should outline all
requirements (regulatory, legal, financial, audit, ethical, etc.) both internationally and locally-based on each
proposed collaboration’s field-specific research. This includes an in-depth elaboration on which specific
compliance measures must be addressed, and a clear statement by the PI must be provided that outlines that
the research proposal is in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

Please use the following Compliance Declaration sample (developed according to another country
requirement) as a reference and do not just copy paste it in developing the ‘Compliance’ section of the
proposal:

Compliance Declaration (only as a sample)

The research proposal submitted will require conducting biological research on live animals.
Therefore, the research team will gain the approval of the University’s Research Ethics Committee
(REC) which provides ethical advice on standards of animal care, welfare and accommodation, and
ensures that those working with animals are aware of their responsibilities and receive appropriate
training. The research ethics compliance review team will also include veterinary and animal welfare
staff who provide ongoing advice and support to the PI and research team. If deemed a requirement
by the REC, the PI and research team will acquire any government licenses (by the Home Office) that
are mandated for specific types of research on live animals.

The research team also confirms that all research will be conducted in full compliance to our
institutional frameworks and policies that define how research projects will be managed to ensure
financial and auditory compliance.

We will ensure that all international partners involved in this research are fully aware of our legal,
financial, and ethical requirements and will fully cooperate with the PI to ensure the responsible
conduct of research.

If researchers are unsure whether their research is compliant, the RDO strongly encourages research teams to
seek guidance from its affiliate university legal counselors and ethical committees.
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Can I upload the proposal again if I forgot to include a document or need
to modify some information?
In the case applicants forget to include any documentation into their proposals or they need modify any piece
of information, they should submit a new proposal application on the RDO website. Once an application is
submitted, it cannot be changed.

Can I submit my proposal by email?
All proposals submitted by email to the RDO International Collaboration will be automatically disqualified.
Applications are only accepted through the official International Collaboration Grant submission link available
on the RDO website.
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